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1. Introduction 

Goethe’s role in the formation of evolutionary science is a contentious matter. In his writings on botany 

and zoology, Goethe aimed to replace the established practice of natural history, which identified class 

boundaries according to manifest characteristics, with the search for a type (Typus) or building plan 

(Bauplan) that lies behind the development of living things. In the mid-nineteenth century, William 

Whewell (1847, III 490) claimed that Goethe’s shift from isolated characteristics to morphological type 

was “acknowledged by the best authorities” during the early development of biology. Charles Darwin 

(1959, 61) confirmed Whewell’s observation a few years later by naming Goethe as “an extreme 

partisan” of his transmutational view of species. Hermann von Helmholtz (1865, 31–55) claimed that 

Goethe’s morphology made it possible for Darwin’s evolutionary theory to be taken up so quickly in 

Germany. In the twentieth century, however, historians of biology tended to reject such praise as 

misguided. Ernst Mayr (2000, 327) contrasts Goethe’s morphology with the population dynamics of 

Darwinian physiology, presenting Goethe as an essentialist who believed in the unfolding of immanent 

potentialities. George Wells (1978, 45–46) rejects any serious contribution Goethe might have made to 

biology on the grounds that he “was unable to accept the possibility of large scale evolution.” 

In this chapter I reconsider the early reception of Goethe by Whewell, Darwin and Helmholtz 

by returning to an overlooked concept in his morphological writings: the “economy of nature 

[Ökonomie der Natur]” (LA I 9:204).1 During the late-1780s, Goethe became critical of the sciences 

concerned with the parts and process of living bodies, which examined organic forces by analogy with 

Newtonian gravity. In the early-1790s, he began to experiment with a new analogy drawn from Carl 

                                                        
1 Citations to Goethe will be in-text, and use the following abbreviations: LA = Leopoldina Ausgabe; WA = 
Weimar Ausgabe; ZM = Zur Morphologie. 
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Linnaeus’ Oeconomia Naturae (1749), in which the populations of various species are considered 

within a mutually beneficial and self-regulating economy.2 The relations between these populations are 

guided by a distributive principle Goethe termed the “formative drive [Bildungstrieb]”. On the level of 

the singular organism, the comparative anatomist does not consider the relation between the parts is as 

a function of an external force or preestablished end. The formative drive freely distributes available 

resources according to an idea, which, like an artist with a finite quantity of materials, can nevertheless 

produce a potentially infinite variety of shapes. On the macrolevel of species populations, the 

comparative anatomist can consider nature as an interlaced network of household budgets, wherein the 

various structural plans are codetermined by the interaction between the formative drive and external 

conditions. 

My aim in what follows is to show that Goethe’s economic analogy replaces the Newtonian 

model of force with an experimental conception of the formative drive, thereby opening a large scale, 

morphological programme of research. This feature of his work was rightly picked up by Whewell, 

Darwin and Helmholtz, and yet was overlooked by later biologists given the emphasis on population 

genetics following the Modern Synthesis. I begin in Section 2 by contextualising Goethe’s programme 

for comparative anatomy within his study of metamorphosis. In Section 3 I identify his search for a 

typological norm in the late 1780s, which begins during his first Italian journey (1786–88) and 

culminates in Essay to Explain the Metamorphosis of Plants (1790). In Section 4 I then discern a shift 

that begins with “First Outline of a General Introduction to Comparative Anatomy” (1795), in which 

Goethe introduces the formative drive to integrate his earlier work on typology with morphological 

considerations. In the final section I consider his presentation of the development of morphology in his 

brief essay “Formative Drive” (1810). While Goethe does not propose a mechanics of transmutation, I 

contend that his economic analogy marks an important advance in the study of organic form, for it 

places comparative anatomy within a biodynamic system of exchange. 

 

                                                        
2 “By the Economy of Nature we understand the all-wise disposition of the creator in relation to natural things, 
by which they are fitted to produce general ends, and reciprocal uses” (Linnaeus & Biberg 1749, §1, c.f. §20). 
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2. From classification to typology 

When Goethe finally published his writings on morphology in 1817, he included a prefatory essay that 

names Linnaeus as the key to his intellectual formation (ZM I xxii). The essay invites us to consider 

how Linnaeus’ attempt to bring the inchoate study of natural history into a single programme of research 

shaped Goethe’s thinking long before his writings on comparative anatomy. Goethe undertook a 

detailed study of Systema Naturae (1735) during the early 1780s, a text that guides the natural historian 

beyond surface characteristics to intrinsic qualities manifest in reproduction. His ongoing interest in 

Linnaeus’ dynamic view of the natural system is reflected in the fact that, when he slipped away from 

Weimar in September 1786 to embark on his first Italian journey, Linnaeus’ Fundamenta botanica was 

one of the few books he took with him (Kuhn 1987, 5). Throughout his travels, Goethe frequented the 

botanical gardens of Padua, Bologna and Palermo, where he developed his skills in sketching individual 

plant specimens. Yet his detailed sketches led him to doubt the clean boundaries of the Linnaean system: 

 

When I discovered on the stem of the very same plant leaves that were first round, then 

indented, and finally almost feathered, which later contracted, simplified, and turned into 

scales, and at last disappeared altogether, I lost the courage to drive in a stake, or to draw a 

dividing line. It seemed to me that the problem of designating the genera with certainty, and of 

arranging species under them, was unsolvable. (WA II 6:117) 

 

In place of the isolated elements chosen by Linnaeus, Goethe began to consider the plant as a living 

whole, extended in time and governed by a movement from whole to parts. Where Linnaeus searched 

for increasing definition, Goethe’s sought to unite and reduce variation to a single type, in relation to 

which all existing organisms stand as tokens. While none of the tokens give full expression to the type, 

the type nonetheless exists in the token, allowing the keen observer to identify specimens as belonging 

to the same genera. A species is neither a logical category nor a physical line of decent, but an empirical 

actuality within each instance. 

Goethe’s interest in the products of nature corresponded with a growing frustration with his 

own productivity as an artist. In contrast to artworks, which rarely gave full expression to the artist’s 
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idea, natural products reach perfection in every instance. Goethe reasoned that if human art arises from 

a principle, then works of nature could arise in an analogous way. In a letter written from Naples in 

June 1787, he announced to Charlotte von Stein that he was very close to discovering the principle of 

plant growth, which he termed the Urpflanze: 

 

Tell the Herders I am very close to the secret of plant organization. […] The Urpflanze will be 

the most extraordinary creation in the world, one that nature herself might envy me. With this 

model [Muster] and the key to its use, one could go on forever inventing plants, which means 

that, even if they did not exist, still could exist not just as painted or poetic shadows and 

illusions, but rather as having an inner truth and necessity. (LA II 9A:365) 

 

Goethe does not present the Urpflanze as an existing plant or an ancestral form but as something 

abstracted from empirical particulars. His claim that nature herself might envy him indicates that the 

Urpflanze is not a natural product but a general plan that is never fully realised in any specific form 

(Brady 1987, 269). In contrast to Linnaeus’ static conception of shape, Goethe’s model aims to capture 

the transformative process that leads both to and from the product, a movement that is distinct from the 

causal interaction between material particles. The Urpflanze acts as an interface between the poetic and 

the scientific, capturing the inner truth and necessity of a natural product that eludes the scientist 

concerned only with contact forces (Holland 2009, 20). If the scientist is not simply to discern the 

metamorphoses of its products, as Linnaeus had done, but also the thing that changes throughout these 

metamorphoses, she must adopt the standpoint of the artist. Once she has grasped the inner truth of 

physiological movement, she can produce an infinite variety of unseen forms in her mind, not as fiction 

but as potential reality. 

Goethe’s search for the Urpflanze consolidated during a visit to the gardens of Padua in 

September 1786 (WA I 30:89). As he examined a towering palm in the greenhouse, he was able to see 

the various stages of leaf development at a single moment (ZM I xxviii). The attempt to grasp all stages 

together led him to postulate a fundamental organ as the force governing the generation of the various 

parts of the plant. This organ was not a projected idea but rather an actual part that plays out in all the 
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parts of the plant, namely, the leaf. In his notebook he sketched a single form taken by the various 

alterations between developmental stages, proclaiming that “all is leaf, and through this simplicity the 

greatest multiplicity is possible” (LA II 9A:58). Goethe refined his account of the leaf during a visit to 

the gardens of Palermo later that year. He describes the leaf as a force that governs the generation of 

the various parts of the plant: “Forwards and backwards the plant is always only leaf” (WA I 31:239f.). 

In contrast to the accepted evolutionist theories, in which a physical germ expands due to external 

forces, the leaf is a principle reproduced through the generative process, expanding and retracting as 

the plant moves through various stages of development. 

Throughout his travel writings, Goethe rehearsed several ways of presenting the Urplfanze and 

its organ, the leaf. At some points he describes the Urpflanze as a model or type (Muster, Typus) that 

can be intuited by carefully observing the growth and development of flowering plants and ferns. 

Elsewhere he describes it as a formula, rule or law (Formel, Regel, Gesetz) that governs the formation 

of plants, discovered by comparing the kinds of growth between species. Each formulation signals an 

attempt to combine external form with inner process. Yet as Goethe’s view developed, the ontological 

status of the Urpflanze remained unclear (Larson 1967, 595). Throughout his notebooks there is a 

conspicuous lack of reflection on scientific method and the causality of ideas (see Boyle 2000, II 597). 

Robert Richards (2002, 422) presents the young Goethe as a Spinozistic realist, for he considered the 

laws governing plant development to be expressed in the archetype. Like Spinoza’s ‘adequate idea’, the 

Urpflanze embodies the essence of natural objects, and is discovered through observation and research. 

Yet in contrast to Spinoza, Goethe’s Urpflanze was not a static force but an active power that gives rise 

to an endless variety of forms. 

 

3. From typology to comparative anatomy 

Goethe’s return to Weimar for the summer of 1788 was marked by severe disappointment. In contrast 

to the rich natural vista of the south, his homeland seemed “formless” and “dark”. Nevertheless, in the 

following years Goethe made significant progress in his botanical work. In November 1789 he began 

writing a new essay that accounted for the physiology of plants according to a fundamental type, which 

he published the following Easter as Versuch die Metamorphose der Pflanzen zu erklären (Essay to 
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Explain the Metamorphosis of Plants, 1790). In a letter written to Karl Ludwig von Knebel in June, 

Goethe declared that the essay marked the beginning of a new preoccupation with natural science, in 

which he began to harmonise the search for a primal form with the broader interest in generative 

processes (WA IV 9:213). His aim was to outline a new method of comparison that does not emphasise 

structural analogy, such as the comparison of organ with organ or shape with shape, but rather the 

dynamic transformation of structurally similar parts along a single axis. The result would be a vivid 

description of the archetypal plant, which adopts different formations over the course of time. 

The explanation presented in Metamorphosis of Plants does not follow the Newtonian 

physiology advocated by Albrecht von Haller, which accounts for morphological change according to 

living forces that cause a performed miniature to expand into a developed form. Neither does it follow 

Georges Buffon’s mechanical vitalism, in which the shape of a living being is the result of organic 

matter pressed into an inner mould by a penetrating force. Goethe’s fundamental building block of 

vegetable life, the leaf, is not a prestructured form that works behind the morphological process, but 

rather a principle of change manifest in the variety of forms assumed by the different parts of the plant. 

The essay is an explanation to the extent that it describes the process by which the leaf comes to 

expression in the various parts of the plant through a temporal process of expansion and contraction, 

enabling the reader to discern that process in any plant (LA I 9:59). Its detailed description of plant 

growth evokes a visualisation of metamorphosis, allowing one to grasp the internal relations behind any 

existing instance. Metamorphosis is the “regular” or “progressive” growth of the plant from seed to leaf 

and to fruit as the “transformation of one shape [Gestalt] into another”, climbing a “spiritual ladder” to 

the pinnacle of nature: “the propagation [Fortpflanzung] through two sexes” (LA I 9:24). The leaf is 

neither an eternal form nor a physical part, but a principle that transmutes the physical structures of the 

plant (Benn 1949, 176). 

Following the publication of Metamorphosis of Plants, Goethe returned to Italy in search of the 

vivacity he experienced during his first sojourn in the south. Yet this venture thoroughly disappointed 

his expectations, and he did not stay long abroad. Nevertheless, his second journey provided an 

experience that he would later recall as a pivotal moment in his intellectual development. While taking 

his regular stroll along the lido in Venice, Goethe came across a sheep’s skull. The skull was open in 
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such a way that enabled him to connect the sequential unfolding of the vertebrae with the development 

of the leaf across the axis of the plant, placing “before [his] eyes the transition from inner, unformed, 

organic masses, through their development outwards, via the progressive refinement of the highest 

formation and evolution into the most excellent sensory tools” (WA I 35, 13:15). As the plant consists 

of transformed leaves, so the skull is composed of metamorphosed vertebrae, providing visible traces 

of a homology between the bone structure in humans and animals. 

By identifying a structural plan (Bauplan) that unites vertebrates in a single group, Goethe 

discovered a way to transpose his morphological thinking from the plants to animals. His new insight 

coincided with a growing concern with the foundations of scientific knowledge and the appropriate 

methods of investigation, prompted by the youthful Friedrich Schiller, who pushed him to consider his 

search for a physiological type within the framework of Kant’s transcendental epistemology.3 Goethe 

was already acquainted with Kant’s transcendental account of nature in Critique of Pure Reason, and 

found an ally in Metaphysical Foundations, where Kant banishes external causes from the consideration 

of matter. Yet the epistemic restrictions Kant placed on ideas failed to expunge his Spinozist 

commitments. In Goethe’s view, Kant demonstrated that organic form cannot be explained by external 

causes. Natural variation must be considered as a dynamic interaction between external forces, which 

act on living beings, and inner purposiveness, by which the organism gives shape to itself. Organic 

productivity is thus akin to artistic productivity, for organisms and artworks both “exist for their own 

sake”, existing “for one another, but not because of one another” (LA I 9:92). Kant’s presentation of a 

shared basis for scientific and aesthetic judging assisted Goethe to see that while we must consider 

natural products to be shaped by their environment, the internal structure of living beings cannot be 

explained by causes that are external to it. Morphological concepts are thus not observed but operate as 

ideas that guide inquiry.4 They cannot be seen with the physical eye but must be contemplated with the 

inward eye. 

                                                        
3 See Goethe’s account of his friendship with Schiller in “Glückliches Ereignis” (LA I 9:79–83). 
4 See Goethe’s account of the influence of Kantian philosophy on the physiology of the 1790s in “Einwirkung 
der neueren Philosophie” (LA I 9:90–94). 
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In the years that followed his encounter with the sheep’s skull on the Venetian lido, Goethe 

worked extensively on sketching out a new science of morphology. Six months after his second Italian 

journey, he began his first attempt, “Versuch über die Gestalt der Tiere” (“Essay on the Shape of 

Animals”). In this essay, Goethe announced his intention to define the general shape (Gestalt) that 

unites the animal kingdom. His method is to examine skeletal growth in mammals in search of an 

“osteological type [osteologischen Typus]” that gives rise to the manifold of shapes (LA I 10:78). While 

this type resists containment in any single shape, Goethe nevertheless insists that his method is “merely 

empirical” (LA I 10:79). It does not explain how the bones come together in such a form but describes 

the process shared among all vertebrates. The “cause of the similarity of the most varied forms” is the 

“invariable connection of the parts with each other” (LA I 10:79). Over the next five years, Goethe 

composed four more essays on the general shape of mammals. In “Versuch einer allgemeinen 

Knochenlehre” (“Essay on a general theory of bones”, 1794), he proposed an empirical investigation of 

the vertebrate skeleton, offering a detailed description of the head to the backbone (LA I 10:87f.). While 

he recognised the provisional nature of his studies, which focused on just one element of the 

developmental process, Goethe aimed to carve out an experimental path toward a Metamorphosis of 

Animals (Boyle 2000, II 256). Such a standard could not be derived from any one specimen or species, 

but rather as a scheme by which the skeletons of particular existing species could be compared and their 

variations described. 

As he developed a new programme for comparative anatomy, Goethe worked on a 

methodological essay entitled “Versuch einer allgemeinen Vergleichungslehre” (“Essay on a general 

theory of comparison”, 1790–4). In this text we can discern the growing impact of Schiller and Kant’s 

third Critique on his thinking. Goethe begins by decrying the traditional conception of living beings as 

products of an external purpose, which has restricted all progress in physiology when compared to the 

other sciences (LA I 9:118–119). When physiological movement is examined though a Newtonian 

analogy, the physiologist searches for laws that govern the present arrangement of the parts within an 

organic system. Such an inquiry remains impervious to the manner in which the parts dynamically 

constitute the system itself, and maintain themselves in a self-regulating structure. To examine the 

formative process as the result of an inner process that follows a single pattern, the anatomist must 
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consider the whole as the product of the relation between its parts. Thus conceived, the primary question 

of comparison is how a surrounding element, such as water or air, affects the expression of that pattern. 

Goethe’s aim is to shift the reader’s perspective from a state of wonder at the fit between the functions 

of an organic body with its environment to an examination of that fit as a natural achievement. The 

inner principle determines how the general pattern is expressed in response to outer forces. An organism 

is thus shaped according to a dynamic interplay of internally defined needs and externally defined 

conditions. And Goethe does not stop with the singular organic body. The concept of a self-producing 

whole opens a higher level from which to consider “the organised world itself as an interrelationship of 

many elements” (LA I 10:122). When the world is considered as a self-producing whole, one can see 

that the plant kingdom is necessary for the existence of insects, oceans and rivers are necessary for fish, 

such that one views the “whole world of animals as a great element in which one species is created, or 

at least sustained, by and through another” (LA I 10:122). The conception of natural order as a dynamic, 

self-producing whole destroys any reference to the connections and relationships in nature as the 

product of an external purpose. 

 

4. The First Outline 

Goethe’s “Essay on a general theory of comparison” is a transitionary text that stands between his 

earlier work on the osteological type and a new text he completed in 1795, “Erster Entwurf einer 

allgemeinen Einleitung in die vergleichende Anatomie, ausgehend von der Osteologie” (“First Outline 

of a General Introduction to Comparative Anatomy, Based on Osteology”). In his initial work on the 

intermaxillary bone, Goethe searched for a general design by observing the structural features common 

to all vertebrates. Through his study of morphological change, however, Goethe recognised that this 

approach fails to account for the various forms that vertebrates can take. The task is not simply to 

acknowledge that organic structure is fitted to a particular environment, but to grasp how organic 

structure exists in and by means of its environment. For example, instead of claiming “that a bull has 

been given horns so that he can butt”, we should instead “try to discover how he might have developed 

the horns he uses for butting” (LA I 9:125). Thus Goethe sketched a new method for comparison that 

considers anatomical form as the result of a process by which the structure of living beings is “shaped 
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from without as well as from within” (LA I 10:121). The goal is to extend analysis from the comparison 

of varieties against a standard, such as the human being, to the entire animal kingdom to derive a 

common type. The generality of the type insures that “no single animal can be established as a canon 

of comparison; no single one can be the pattern for the whole” (LA I 9:121). This does not mean that 

the type is a transcendent idea; rather, it is something “that must be established physiologically” (LA I 

9:121). The type is the means to investigate the structures of all animals without having to refer back to 

the structure of the animals previously studied. 

Goethe’s language in “First Outline” is more epistemically restrained than his earlier texts. He 

states that his procedure for comparative anatomy begins with “experience [Erfahrung]”, which “must 

first teach us what parts are common to all animals and how these parts differ” (LA I 9:121). From this 

general comparison, we can then search for an idea that governs the whole, one that “abstracts the 

general picture in a genetic way” (LA I 9:121). In this empirical procedure, the type serves as a 

hypothesis that “we may test quite adequately by applying the customary methods of comparison” (LA 

I 9:121). Once the hypothesis has been established, comparative anatomy can proceed via two levels of 

analysis. On the first level, the type enables one to consider the process of formation as limited by a 

particular structural plan. On the second level, it enables one to examine the enormous variety of 

animals as a graded series of organised forms. Holding these two levels together is the key to 

comparative anatomy, for their combination reveals that while “the structural range of nature is limited, 

because of the number of parts and their frequent modifications, the changes of shape become 

unlimited” (LA I 9:124). 

 The coupling of type and structural change marks an underappreciated shift in Goethe’s 

morphological thinking.5 Together, the two elements set comparative anatomy with the task of 

searching for the laws that govern the relation (Verhältnis) between type and environment. The type, 

Goethe states, must be “considered from the standpoint of how various natural forces affect it, and how 

it is likewise subject to the general laws of the external world” (LA I 9:126). For example, one can note 

                                                        
5 An exception here is Bersier (2005), who attributes Goethe’s shift to the influence of Kielmeyer’s (1793) 
famous lecture at the Hohen Karlsschule. While I agree that the “First Outline” is deeply indebted to Kielmeyer, 
in what follows I suggest that Goethe sees beyond Kielmeyer’s prolegomena to a future comparative anatomy 
that examines the relation between the organic forces as the distribution of the Bildungstrieb. 
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that the neck and extremities are favoured in the giraffe, which has emphasised the reach of exterior 

limbs. The mole exhibits the reverse relation; the extremities are downplayed in order to prioritise its 

intensive relation to the soil. Such observations, Goethe states, give rise to a single law: “nothing can 

be added to one part without subtracting from another, and vice versa” (LA I 9:124). 

Goethe’s examination of the relation between the parts of an organic system draws from the 

programmes of comparative anatomy outlined by Johann Friedrich Blumenbach and Carl Friedrich 

Kielmeyer. In Über den Bildungstrieb (On the Formative Drive, 1781/9), Blumenbach (1789, 25) 

proposed a hierarchy of five life forces that account for the various organic functions, beginning with 

Haller’s irritability and sensibility and extending to conception, nourishment and reproduction. Yet 

Blumenbach recognised that, on their own, the five life forces cannot account for the shape of organised 

beings. To include shape in the study of organic form, the life forces must be organised under a higher 

force that manifests quasi-agential characteristics, which he described as the formative drive 

(Bildungstrieb). In contrast to the five life forces, which concern predefined capacities, the formative 

drive plays a coordinating role. It is not a vital power, but operates as the placeholder for an unknown 

cause. Building on Haller’s analogical extension of Newtonian gravity, Blumenbach (1789, 25–26) 

states that the formative drive “should serve no more and no less than to signify a force [Kraft] whose 

constant effect is recognised from experience, and whose cause, like the causes of the aforementioned 

widely recognised natural powers, is for us a qualitas occulta.” 

 In a lecture given at the Hohen Karlsschule in 1793, Über die Verhältniße der organischen 

Kräfte (On the Relations of the Organic Forces), Kielmeyer proposed a new method for physiology 

that examines the distribution of form across the animal kingdom in terms of the relation between the 

five life forces. Kielmeyer was aware of Kant’s interpretation of Blumenbach in the third Critique, 

which denied that Newtonian gravity could serve as an analogue for the formative drive. In Kant’s view, 

our own purposiveness as agents provides the analogue, thus removing the formative drive from the 

causality of nature. Yet in contrast to Kant, Kielmeyer rejects the formative drive altogether. Instead, 

he removes Blumenbach’s account of the five life forces from a Newtonian frame and proposes a 

revised programme in which the living world is examined as a biodynamic system of interactions. The 

organisation of the life forces is governed by the “law of compensation [Kompensationsgesetz]”, by 
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which the life forces are proportioned in relation to an organism’s need under particular environmental 

conditions (Kielmeyer 1793, 35–36).6 The law of compensation is not grounded in a force, for nothing 

is directing the interplay of the forces from without. In fact, Kielmeyer does not tell us in what sense it 

is a law at all. 

Goethe’s system of dynamic relations has clear resonances with Kielmeyer’s study of the 

relation between the life forces. His law of exchange is a direct paraphrase of Kielmeyer’s law of 

compensation (see Bersier 2005, 25–26). Yet in contrast to Kielmeyer, Goethe retained Blumenbach’s 

formative drive as the force that coordinates the other functions. Here the singularity of Goethe’s 

programme is apparent. In place of Blumenbach’s Newtonian analogy, and in contrast to Kielmeyer’s 

rejection of any coordinating force, Goethe redeploys the economic analogy originally set out by 

Linnaeus. When placed within a self-regulating system of exchange, the formative drive becomes the 

distributive principle that, in response to the external forces of an environment, emphasises certain 

structural features at the expense of others: 

 

Here are the boundaries of animal nature, in which the formative force [die bildende Kraft] 

appears to move in the most wonderful, almost capricious way, without being in the least 

capable of breaking the circle or leaping out of it. The formative drive [Bildungstrieb] is here 

set as the ruler of a bounded and yet well-supplied kingdom. The rubric of its budget, in which 

its expenses are to be distributed, are prescribed to it, and yet what it wants to give to each is, 

to a certain extent, free. If it wants to let one have more, it may do so, but not without taking it 

from another. Thus nature can never fall into debt, even less go bankrupt. (LA I 9:125) 

 

By redeploying Linnaeus’ economic analogy, Goethe is able to maintain both the freedom of and the 

constraint on the formative drive. On the one hand, the formative drive is entirely free to allocate 

resources as it pleases, giving rise to new shapes and distributions without a predetermined goal. On 

the other hand, it is constrained to the structural plan, meaning that it distributes the available resources 

                                                        
6 Kielmeyer presents the law as follows: “the more one of these forces on one side is cultivated, the more they 
are neglected on the other.” 
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according to the “idea of a household-like give and take”, increasing some parts of the organism in 

complexity while decreasing others, rendering them more efficient for the propagation of the organism 

(LA I 9:126) (see Lenoir 1987, 24). The law of compensation ensures that the development of any one 

part is accompanied by a depreciation of others, meaning that some organisms become less complex. 

The result is a dynamic relation between inner and outer: 

 

If one inquires into the causes that bring such a manifold of determinations to light, then we 

answer above all: the animal is formed by external conditions for external conditions; thus its 

inner perfection and its external purposiveness. (LA I 9:126) 

 

Here Goethe works closely with Kant’s idea that the organism can be considered according to both its 

inner perfection and external purposiveness. Yet rejecting the limitations that Kant placed on 

teleological judgment, Goethe contends that both inner and outer purposiveness can be understood as 

two modes of reflecting on a single cause. When an organism is examined according to its functional 

parts, their arrangement is sealed by and for external conditions. When the organism is examined 

according to its inner perfection, the arrangement of the parts can be explained according to the dynamic 

relation between type and environment. On land, for instance, the exterior organs used for motion are 

arranged in proportion to the body. Take the snake: the extreme length of its body explains why it has 

no additional organs. As soon as we find these additional organs in another formation (Bildung), say in 

the lizard, the body is much shorter. In the frog, the long legs mean that the form is contracted even 

further, and the unformed toad is given shape according to this law of compensation. In the conditions 

of the ocean, the body of the fish takes up the maximal proportion of its shape “due to the laws of the 

elements” (LA I 9:127). According to “the laws of the organic type”, however, the swelling of the body 

is compensated by the contraction of the outer organs (LA I 9:127). The type which develops in the air 

has a drier interior, meaning that a lean form emerges in the bird so that its formative force (bildende 

Kraft) has sufficient resources to mould the skeletal structure and feathers which enable it to fly. “So 

the eagle is formed both through the air and by the air, through the high mountains and by the high 

mountains”, meaning that the shape of the parts, and their relation to one another, “are determined by 
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what the creature needs to remain alive” (LA I 9:127). The swan and the duck thus reveal their 

inclination to the water by their shape. When viewed within nature understood as a biodynamic system 

of exchange, “the effect of the climate, the height of the mountain, the heat and the cold, together with 

the effects of the water and the common air, becomes extremely powerful for the formation [Bildung] 

of animals” (LA I 9:127). 

 Goethe’s “First Outline” proposes a radical shift in comparative anatomy. Instead of asking 

why certain features are present in a species, it directs the comparative anatomist to ask how the 

formative force finds room for those features in its budget. To find out how a particular feature came to 

be there, the comparative anatomist searches for the adaptation in other features that may have prompted 

the formative force to make certain compensations. The productive tension between type and 

metamorphosis ensures that while a single organism is constrained by its type, its household economy 

is not closed. The parts are proportioned in response to external conditions in order to balance the 

requirements of the structural plan. 

Goethe revised “First Outline” the following year in a text entitled “Vorträge über die drei 

ersten Kapitel des Entwurfs einer allgemeinen Einleitung in die vergleichende Anatomie, ausgehend 

von der Ostelogie” (“Lectures on the First Three Chapters on the Outline of a General Introduction to 

Comparative Anatomy, Based on Osteology”, 1796). He expands on the theoretical section of “First 

Outline”, emphasising the higher investigative stance made available by the economic analogy: 

 

Thus we would seem to be justified in claiming without question, that perfect organic natures, 

including fish, amphibians, birds, mammals, and, at the pinnacle of the last, the human being, 

are all formed according to an archetype [Urbilde] that deviates more or less only in its very 

stable parts, and still develops and transforms itself day by day through propagation. (LA I 

9:198) 

 

The view afforded from this higher stance bears striking similarities with the system of relations 

sketched in Kielmeyer’s lecture. While there is an order to nature’s incessant change in the form of a 

set of constraints that unite the more differentiated animals, the actual change cannot be understood 
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according to a preestablished end. Exactly where the formative drive allocates the finite resources of its 

budget is underdetermined by external forces. The goal of comparative anatomy is thus akin to art 

history: to capture the “certain and unequivocal genius of productive nature” (LA I 9:200). The human 

being is the pinnacle of the animal kingdom only to the extent that it is the most differentiated and 

complex organisation. Yet it is neither the goal of the type’s morphology nor even a necessary step 

along nature’s ascent. Transformation is not a linear process, and perfection exists in relation to the 

archetype. Since it is the archetype that defines the possible variations, no individual case, such as a 

particular species or even an actual ancestor, can provide a model: 

 

If one has but grasped the idea of this type, one will be fully aware of how impossible it is to 

declare a single genus [Gattung] to be the canon. The singular can never be the model for the 

whole, and so we must not search for the pattern for all in the singular. The classes [Klassen], 

genera [Gattungen], species [Arten] and individuals [Individuen] stand as cases to the law; they 

are contained within it, but they do not contain it and cannot give it. (LA I 9:199) 

 

The economic distribution of resources transposes an externally ordered hierarchy into a system of 

biodynamic exchange, wherein the unity of the system is a natural achievement. In such a system, a 

genus is not a logical category but rather a principle that lies behind every instance, one that can only 

be distilled by observing the process of formation. Any particular state is derivative from the continual 

process of formation, such that each isolated manifestation gives expression to a developmental path. 

The distribution of the available resources determines the degree of sophistication of living organisms, 

meaning that the human being, despite its “high degree of organic perfection, […] stands least of all as 

the measure for all the other less perfect animals” (LA I 9:199). Here Goethe’s thought is continuous 

with his essay on Kant: “the phenomena must form a series, or rather, overlap; thus they give the 

scientist a picture of some organization by which the inner life of the phenomena become manifest as a 

whole” (LA I 9:90). 
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5. The formative drive 

In the years following “First Outline”, Goethe continued to work on the methodology for a new system 

of comparative anatomy based on morphology. Yet no substantive work was forthcoming. At several 

points during the following decade he expressed his intent to collect his writings into a single volume, 

yet this did not eventuate until Zur Morphologie (On Morphology) in 1817. In the prefatory essay, 

Goethe presents morphology as an experimental science that begins with observation and then searches 

beyond every observation for the principle behind the development in actual living beings (ZM I xx–

xxxii). The key to comparative anatomy is to balance the need for a structural plan with plasticity, such 

that the plan itself can alter in the course of the sequence. Here it is clear that any ontological kind of 

essentialism has vanished from Goethe’s thought (see Richards 2017, 232–233). The plasticity of the 

structural plan is what separates organic from inorganic nature. While physical matter reiterates its 

expressions unchangingly, the shifting relation of the parts brought about by the formative drive means 

that organic life incessantly alters its shape and thus also its needs. In every change something comes 

to be that did not previously exist, yet mophology is nevertheless governed by an unchanging law. 

In “Bildungstrieb” (“Formative Drive”, 1810), a condensed essay published in Zur 

Morphologie, Goethe presents his morphology as the completion of a progression that begins with 

Haller, continues through Wolff and culminates in Blumenbach. At first glance, this brief history of 

physiology seems to collapse Haller’s evolutionary conception of development into Blumenbach’s 

epigenetic account of generation. Yet Goethe’s point, I suggest, is that as far as comparative anatomy 

is concerned, both follow a Newtonian model in which forces are considered to be external to the bodies 

they move. When conceived of through the Linnaean analogy, the formative drive decouples the study 

of generation from the limitations of Newtonian force, enabling the natural historian to view the natural 

system as a self-regulating economy. 

Goethe begins the essay by identifying Haller as the beginning of a progressive movement away 

from the preoccupation with external purposes to account for organic form. By extending the Newtonian 

analogy to physiological movement, Haller identified two life forces, sensibility and irritability, which 

stood as placeholders for the properties of muscle fibres; irritability stands for the property of insensitive 

muscle fibres, which respond immediately to stimulation, and sensibility for the property of sensitive 
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fibres, which alerts the organism to a change in external conditions (Haller 1936, 658). While the life 

forces made it possible to refer to the inner properties of organic fibres, Haller denied that they can 

account for morphological change. Rather, the stimulation of muscle fibres causes a preestablished 

germ to unfold and to grow (Haller 1758, II 172). In contrast, Wolff advocated an epigenetic view in 

which an organic kind of matter, endowed with an essential force (vis essentialis), sustains living 

creatures. In Goethe’s terms, Wolff’s vis essentialis “adapts itself to all that is produced, and is thus 

elevated in its own right to the level of a producer” (LA I 9:99). 

Despite the differences between Haller’s conception of evolution and Wolff’s epigenesis, 

Goethe claims that both remained tethered to Newton’s material conception of force. Thus framed, “the 

word ‘force’ means something purely physical, even mechanical; the question of which organism is to 

arise out of that substance remains obscure and insoluble” (LA I 9:99). Blumenbach achieved the 

“ultimate refinement” of this idea, for he “anthropomorphized the phrasing of the riddle and called the 

object of discussion a nisus formitavis, a drive [Trieb], a surge of action [eine heftige Tätigkeit] which 

was supposed to cause the formation [Bildung]” (LA I 9:99). Blumenbach thereby removed the need to 

assume a preestablished form, and thus an external purpose, for his concept of the drive is not a 

predetermined capacity but rather a principle of formation. Yet Blumenbach too remained tethered to 

Haller’s Newtonian analogy. The formative drive ultimately serves as a placeholder for the unknown 

cause of the formative process, which is somehow material and purposive. 

Goethe’s claim is that by examining the physiological faculties through an analogy with 

Newtonian force, and by subsuming the faculties under the formative drive, Haller, Wolff and 

Blumenbach began to free a science of morphological change from the constraints of physicotheology. 

Haller recognised that to develop a science of physiological movement, one must presuppose an action 

that is prior to it. Wolff demonstrated that to form a concept of action, we require a suitable material on 

which to act. If this action is personified, then we are led to the concept of “a god, as a creator and 

sustainer, whom we are constrained to worship, honour and praise” (LA I 9:100). If the action is 

anthropomorphized, however, and seen as “coexisting with the underlying material”, a new framework 

for examining organic form arises (LA I 9:100). The development from Haller to Blumenbach thus 

shows that “any theory of accommodation and adaptation will have to presuppose something which 
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adapts and something to which it adapts” (LA I 9:100). Blumenbach’s anthropomorphism, which 

recasts the life force as a drive, sets anatomy on a new course, for it transforms the preestablished form 

of evolution into an activity that contains the spontaneity and adaptation of epigenesis. Goethe contends 

that this development is completed in the concept of metamorphosis, which enables one to maintain 

“the unity and freedom of its formative drive [Bildungstrieb]” (LA I 9:100). Metamorphosis does not 

deal with fixed shapes (Gestalten) but with progressive formation (Bildung), wherein developmental 

regularities in each individual organism express its type, revealing the regularities across multiple types. 

The comparative anatomist can thus work between various levels of analysis, first noting the common 

principle of a species, then the common principle of a genus, and then a class, all the way up to the 

animal kingdom, and even to nature as a whole. From each level she can observe the distributive activity 

of the formative drive, which, bound by the law of compensation, is free to distribute the finite quantity 

of resources wherever it will. 

 

6. Conclusion 

In this chapter I have argued that Goethe’s economic analogy opens a new framework for examining 

nature as a large scale system of exchange. In “First Outline”, Goethe weaves the idiosyncratic typology 

of his Italian journey together with the major developments in comparative anatomy of his time, 

demonstrating how a structural plan is required in a system of endless mutability. He recognised that 

Haller’s extension of Newton’s forces to physiological properties removed the study of organic form 

the domain of physicotheology, and he saw that Blumenbach’s formative drive offered a new vantage 

on the generative process in which the structural plan and organic matter were considered together. Yet 

in Goethe’s view, the Newtonian analogy restricted anatomy to the comparison of organic function, 

thereby removing the perceptible and incessant flux of organic form from scientific examination. He 

redeployed the Linnaean idea of a natural economy as an alternative analogy by which to search for a 

principle that governs the distribution of resources responsible for the creative change of developmental 

pathways: the formative drive. 

 Goethe’s proposal is, of course, provisional. It does not explain how the agential properties of 

the formative drive differ from our own agency as creators, and it remains ambiguous, even in his later 
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work on morphology, whether the underlying pattern is imposed by our minds or is the template 

followed by an independently creative nature. Nevertheless, his programme of comparative anatomy is 

not incompatible with evolutionary theory. While he remained ignorant of the mechanics of generation, 

Goethe proposed an observational method that does not require exhaustive knowledge of mechanical 

connections, but opens a higher view of nature as a system of dynamic exchange organised according 

to a law that cannot be reduced to mechanics. This is precisely what captured Darwin’s attention as he 

prepared The Origin of the Species. Darwin (1959, 295) was inspired by Goethe’s “law of 

compensation”, which states that “in order to spend on one side, nature is forced to economise on the 

other side.” This reference to Goethe’s law occurs in his examination of the laws of variation, where 

Darwin suggests that the external pressures placed on a plant select certain characteristics at the expense 

of others. Clearly Darwin found in Goethe’s economic analogy a way to examine the phenomenology 

of change in contexts where external pressures determine the expression of internal form. His uptake of 

the self-regulating conception of nature’s economy gives us reason to conclude that Goethe’s role in 

the formation of evolutionary science was more extensive than modern historians of biology have been 

ready to accept. 
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